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The brief… 
 
Revitalise the entrance, atrium and lift lobbies, with 
particular attention to: 
 
-  Lighting. Presently harsh and overwhelming 

-  Flooring. Looking tired and dated 

-  Decoration. Rather plain and uninspiring 

-  History and original architecture. Common spaces do not 
currently reflect the building’s origins or heritage 



The new scheme… 
 
-  modern industrial with warmth and personality. 

Contemporary but welcoming, not cold or clinical 

-  Focus on textures and natural materials, original fabric of 
building 

-  Complete revision of wall lighting – intensity, colour 
temperature, quantity, styling, controllability 

-  Highlight significant existing features such as the brick 
walls, iron support beams and entrance staircase 

-  Create a powerful and engaging focal point with the 
introduction of a string pendant, hung from the center of 
the atrium 

-  Introduce artwork as a nod to the history of the building 

-  Create a feature wall out of the lift breast wall 
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Timber veneered hanging frame 

12 x 360mm diameter glass globe pendants 

Braided cloth cable 
Atrium lighting feature 



Atrium 
3D sketch 



Atrium lift wall 
Elevation 
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Example finishes for lift wall “floating” panels 
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Lift lobby artwork ideas 



Ground Floor lift lobby plan 



Lift lobby 
3D sketch  



Next steps… 
 
-  Agree scheme 
-  Begin sourcing 

materials and products 
-  Begin the strip-out, 

presently 18th July 



Thanks for your time, today… 
 

Can I answer any questions? 


